RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:

The process of collecting and analyzing information in order to increase the understanding of the any phenomena is known as Research. Research originates with a question or problem. Research requires collection and interpretation of data. Good research requires scope and limitations of the work to be clearly defined.

For this research, the following methodology is proposed –

Research Design: Exploratory research – is often conducted because a problem has not been clearly defined as yet, or its real scope is as yet unclear.

Sources of data: Data collection would be by Primary and Secondary data. Primary data through interviews and questionnaires whereas Secondary data through magazines, newspapers, Journals etc.

Target Population: The target population will be working women.

Sample size – 350

Sampling Area: Mumbai

Analysis of data:

Sample Technique method: Random sampling technique.

Tools for Research: SPSS and Microsoft Excel would be used.

Method for Research: Chi Square test would be carried out for analysis.

Chapterization:

1. Status of women in Indian society
2. Feminist Approaches - Changing status of women
3. Work, occupation importance and Family
4. Gender roles - Sociology perspectives on Gender roles
LIMITATIONS:

1. The research would be confined to Mumbai city.
2. Sample size is 350 which could be exceeded further.
3. The research being a sample study shall have inherent limitations of sampling error and bias.